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BD 4294 received 09.05.1948

Dogma ....

It is not a spiritual violation if a person from a certain school of thought is
introduced to another one, if he is offered information which contradicts his
knowledge, as long as he is able to accept or reject it of his own free will.
However, if he is forced into acceptance by law, if he is placed into a punishable
state, i.e. if, through threat of punishment, his thoughts and actions become
constrained, then it is a violation which can never have good results for his soul.
Therefore, My Word should always be preached, but never forcefully imposed
on people. For this reason the transmission of pure truth from above is an act of
purest freedom of will which always allows an unenlightened person the option
to look at it as human fabrication, if the listener’s will of rejection is stronger.
Every human being is able to recognise the divine origin if he is genuinely
interested in the pure truth and the continued progress of his soul. In that case
he will certainly also be given the ability by Me to recognise the truth as such,
because it is My will that the human being’s thoughts should be within the
realm of truth and I will provide him with every opportunity to recognise what
is right.

But I, for My part, will never forcibly influence the will of a person, therefore I
also disapprove of people being spiritually forced by other people by teachings
which, in the form of dogma, oblige their acceptance or else they are regarded
as sinful. The human being has to be answerable for every offence against
My commandment of love but I will never call him to account if his inner
feeling prevents him from accepting a religious doctrine, even if it corresponds
to the truth. Even then he will still not burden himself with sin, his longing
for truth is just not sufficiently deep yet to allow him to recognise the truth as
such. However, the acceptance of religious dogma without scrutiny and inner
conviction is completely worthless for the development of the soul. Dogma is
always unfavourable for the soul because the human being is being stopped
from forming an opinion about a religious doctrine, yet without deep thought
no conviction of faith can ever be gained.

People certainly need leaders if they do not endeavour their soul’s spiritualisa-
tion of their own accord; nevertheless, wise guides should only teach and thus
try to stimulate the heart and intellect because the connection to Me, to the
spiritual kingdom, has to be established by every individual person himself.
And the path to this end should be shown by My representatives on earth by the
spreading of My Word. They should always allow Me to speak and never add
their own words, decree commandments or impose commitments on people
as if they were demanded by Me .... I allow every person to keep his freedom,
and I Am only concerned with the uninterrupted transmission and spreading
of truth. Anyone who is searching for it is searching for Me and, truly, I will let
Myself be found by him; but anyone who does not sincerely strive for truth will
not derive any benefit from the acceptance of religious doctrines either, which
are presented to him as dogma and therefore he believes that he may not reject
them.

Every dogmatic instruction is a restriction of the freedom of will which was given
by Me to people, hence it is a spiritual violation which does not correspond to
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My will and which My representatives on earth should fight against on My
behalf. And I will bless every bearer of truth, I will give him the opportunity
to spread the truth even though it will meet with opposition. Yet anyone who
seriously wants it will recognise it and become thoughtful, and I will help him,
I will illuminate his spirit and bless his will ....

Amen

BD 4295 received 10.05.1948

The good Shepherd ....
‘My Own recognise My voice ....’

I know My Own and My Own know Me .... And if I call them, they will abide
by Me, for they recognise the voice of the Father Who loves them and Whom
they want to obey. But soon My call will go out to you, My Own, and I tell you
so in advance because you feel safe, because you do not believe that the end is
near. However, I need you and therefore I inform you of the fact that you will
soon hear My voice, the voice of the good shepherd, who calls His sheep ....
I need faithful guards for My flock, leaders who will guide My Own upwards
across stony paths and cliffs, who will constantly look after My Own and draw
their attention to the near end. These guides and guards will receive the truth
from Me directly and convey it to you, they will emerge from the ranks of My
Own and impart My Word from above to people; they will be in direct contact
with Me, thus they belong to My Own themselves, so when they hear the call,
they will know that the hour of their work for Me and My kingdom has come.
Then they will establish such heartfelt contact with Me that regression can no
longer be possible for a soul which serves Me, that it will never be left without
strength, that within a very short time it will be able to speak from Me Myself
and then it will fulfil its mission on earth, which is its purpose and goal of earthly
life. Then it will only work for Me and gladly spread and advocate My Word,
because it will be fully convinced that I Myself speak to it and therefore attach
utmost significance to every Word. And the human being will receive strength
in abundance. All feeling of weakness will fall away, every spiritual gift will be
fully utilised and employed, and his work amongst people will be successful
and richly blessed. And this activity of yours will start shortly. I Am aware of
your will and your weakness of faith, but I also know the change that will occur
to you shortly, I know about the adversity and the suffering of the forthcoming
time, but I also know your willingness of having faith and the strength of your
faith. And, accordingly, I will provide you with strength and never leave you
on your own, regardless of what might happen. Therefore, always abide by My
Word, draw from it the strength with which I blessed it, become My children
in truth who trustingly hand themselves over to the Father and believe that He
will assuredly save you if you suffer adversity. For anyone who recognises My
voice is My child and his life is My concern; anyone who believes in Me will also
be able to hear My voice; yet anyone who questions the sound of My voice is
not My child even if he believes that he is united with Me. The sheep recognise
the voice of their shepherd and will follow him when he calls them. I, however,
Am the good Shepherd who will not rest until He has found His sheep ....

Amen
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BD 4296 received 11.05.1948

Destiny ....
‘Father, Your will be done ....’

Every individual person’s course of life is predetermined and has to be taken
without grumbling and complaining if it is to have a favourable effect on the
soul. But strong trust in God has to be present too, then every destiny can easily
be endured, for it is shaped by God alone according to His will, only He is able
to change every situation in life, He is able to change joy into grief but also
suffering into joy if he is approached in heartfelt prayer, and He will do so if
the human being in childlike trust tells Him of his problems and commends
himself to His grace.

A long path has to be travelled from the abyss to the pinnacle, and this path
cannot always be even or it would not lead to ascent. Obstacles have to be
overcome, mountains have to be climbed, for the goal is up above and every
progress is arduous without the assistance of the right guide. And as long as
you humans walk with God Himself by your side as your guide, as long as you
entrust yourselves to His guidance, you will not travel the path in vain, He
will lead you upwards, and with His help you will be able to overcome every
obstacle. And the steeper the path the shorter it will be and the higher you can
climb; but when you have reached the pinnacle you will be able to look back
and be grateful to your Guide Who enabled you to reach the goal, and every
adversity will be over.

The more difficult a destiny, the higher the goals set for you and the brighter
the light will shine, and all abysmal darkness will be defeated. God, however, is
able to make even the steepest path of ascent seem smooth to you if you hand
yourselves over to Him as His children, if you accept every sorrowful event, if
you always pray ‘Father, Your will be done ....’ Then He will not let you suffer,
even in greatest adversity He will calm your soul and give you peace, He will
powerfully work in you Himself and nothing will seem difficult and yet you
continue to progress, for your will, your submission to His will, lets you partake
of His strength, you will not consider anything a burden to you and always
gladly and cheerfully cover your earthly path until the loving Father’s hand
takes hold of you and takes you into the Father’s house, until you have reached
the goal and return to the eternal home, into the land of light where no sorrow,
no suffering nor adversity exist but only eternal blissfulness ....

Amen
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BD 4304 received 18.05.1948

Triumphant church ....
One flock and one shepherd ....

Those of you who follow Me, who desire Me, shall be of like mind in your
thinking, speaking and actions. Then you will form a strong congregation
although it is small in numbers. Then My spirit will take effect in you and, being
permeated by My spirit, you will be able to speak for Me and My kingdom.
And your words will ignite, for you give evidence of them yourselves with your
actions which express your thoughts and your will. Unity shall reign in My
congregation because all are living in the same truth and all must be united
with Me by love and therefore form a great soul which I call My church. I will
always be present in this congregation, and when My Word is preached it is I
Who speaks through the speaker. And this is the church against which even the
gates of hell shall not prevail, for if I Am present in it Myself the adversary’s
activity will remain unsuccessful. This is the church which will triumph at the
end of the days, for it embraces the flock whose shepherd I Am .... It will only
be one flock and one shepherd. It will comprise people of all denominations
who have liberated themselves from all external appearances and who, due to
their eagerness of living to please Me, are in intimate contact with Me. And I
will graze My sheep .... in evergreen pastures, where no cliffs, no thorns and no
pits exist anymore, I will be in the midst of My Own in the paradise of the new
earth, for then there will be no separation between us anymore, My sheep will
not flee from Me any longer, they will not leave their shepherd, for they love Me
and don’t want to be without Me again.

You only have a little time left and should strive to enlarge your congregation,
My true church, and therefore you should exemplify the right way of life to
them, you shall give love and through love try to gain the children of the world
who are oblivious of the strength of love .... give them much love, so that it will
kindle the flame in their hearts, so that they will get to know the pleasure of
giving and of happiness, so that they will join you and thus also seek to make
contact with Me. Be a good example to them and try to motivate them into
doing the same in order to test the strength of love and of faith. Show them
the path to Me, draw their attention to the right relationship with Me, explain
to them that they must see their Father in Me to Whom they must submit like
children in order to be elevated to true children who shall come into the Father’s
inheritance. And even if you can only gain a few it will nevertheless be a great
merit to you, since the good shepherd delights in every sheep that once was lost
and comes back to him, and thus I will also bless everyone who helps Me to
increase My congregation before the final end has come ....

Amen
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BD 4305 received 19.05.1948

Prayer for poor souls ....

Souls in darkness suffer terribly. Their strength is depleted; it is a state of utter
hopelessness as long as they don’t know about the strength of love, which can
lighten their fate. They wander around, their will is lethargic, and they will
remain in this agonising state for an extremely long time if they do not receive
help through prayer. You humans on earth are able to help them if you lovingly
remember such poor souls and would like to ease their plight. For only love will
give them strength. A prayer without love is worthless; it is a mere formality
without effect. Only the degree of love determines the amount of strength they
will receive. And thus you have to visualise the fate of these poor souls and
know that they will beseech you to give them strength once they have felt the
strength of love. They depend on your help as long as they are still in the abyss,
as long as they cannot increase their strength themselves through knowledge,
which, in the beyond, consists of loving actions for other needy souls.

Every kind, compassionate thought for those souls eases their plight, they feel
this and then remain close to you. They ask for your loving intercession by
pushing themselves into your thoughts. Don’t forget them, don’t turn your
thoughts away from them. Give them a loving prayer and thereby help them
to ascend. Alleviate their torment and, most of all, demonstrate the power of
love to them, so that their love for other distressed souls arises and, by helping
these souls, that they can liberate themselves from their own hardship. Their
surroundings correspond to the state of their soul, dark and desolate, and when
a prayer for these souls rises up to God a faint state of twilight occurs which
gives the soul a glimmer of recognition and benefits the soul after the constant
darkness. The degree of love in the intercession determines the brightness of
light emanated into the darkness, and the soul turns towards the ray of light
always expecting and pleading for more rays. Grant them their wish, don’t leave
them alone in their need, and give them the help which you are still able to give
to them. But also bring the Gospel to them in thought, remind them that they
should lovingly consider others in their environment and help them to receive a
blessing of light as well by giving to them in turn what they received from you.
You can alleviate immeasurable amounts of suffering, you can participate in
the redemption of these souls because the gift of strength through your prayer
affects their will which then becomes active in the right way. The soul uses the
strength it receives to lovingly help other poor souls, and it begins its ascent for
which it will be eternally grateful to you ....

Amen
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BD 4306 received 19.05.1948

The light beings’ intervention in destiny ....

Everything has to be called divine providence, for everything, even the smallest
happening, has been predetermined since the start. It is God’s will that you
should fully mature on earth. And therefore everything has been arranged very
prudently so that time and again you will have the opportunity to develop
further. Your will is also decisive for the shaping of your earthly life, for God
foresaw your will an eternity ago and accordingly laid out every individual
person’s course of life. The inhabitants of the spiritual kingdom of light are
God’s spiritual assistants and take care of people in accordance with their
degree of maturity, and thus they are God’s representatives and serve every
individual person as spiritual guardians according to God’s will. They intervene
in earthly life with their teaching methods, they give to and deny people as is
most beneficial to them. Thus they have authority from God to please people
with gifts just as they might lead people to maturity through failures. Although
this, too, always happens according to God’s will they are nevertheless allowed
freedom of activity as soon as the human being trustingly appeals to them for
help. They are able to grant this request or deny it, and their great love for people
will always get it right, since they are as one with divine will. Nevertheless,
calling upon the beings of light is an assured means of help, for the beings of
light are exceedingly tolerant in their love for people, they rarely deny people
a request if the aim of their request is not obvious wrong-doing. And God will
give His approval, regardless of how the beings of light decide, for they always
share the same will with God. However, if it endangers the human soul the light
beings will be adamant, for the danger to the soul must first be over before they
can become receptive to a person’s request and intervene helpfully. But then
the light beings’ activity will be evident, then the human being will be able to
undertake anything, he need not fear any failure and earthly life will become
easy and bearable for him, because his guardian angels grant him support and
he can entrust himself to them in every way but without ever excluding God,
instead, heartfelt dialogue with Him should precede every appeal to the beings
of light, so that the will of the latter is always God’s will and the help is always
recognisable ....

Amen
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BD 4310 received 22.05.1948

‘Blessed are they that have not seen and yet have believed ....’

Blessed are they that have not seen and yet have believed.’ These Words of
Mine do not demand blind faith but stand for faith without proof, which I also
expected of My disciples yet did not find. ‘Because thou hast seen me, thou
hast believed: blessed are they that have not seen, and yet have believed ....’ I
Myself stood before their eyes, My miracles convinced them, they recognised
My wisdom, and thus they believed that I was God’s Son and they followed Me.
Their faith was indeed a convinced one, the inner voice told them who I was and
their life of love, which was the reason why I chose them as My disciples, also
gave them the power of realisation, and yet they often doubted Me; time and
again these doubts surfaced and in order to strengthen them I revealed Myself
to them many times, I showed Myself to them in My divinity, I illuminated
their spirit, I opened their inner eye so that they were able to see the host of
angels being of service to Me and thereby lose all doubt concerning My divinity.
And yet their faith was weak .... I showed Myself with full strength, and they
repeatedly wavered, so that I always had to reveal Myself anew, because they
were intended to work as My disciples, because they were intended to advocate
My teaching and bring the Gospel to people and therefore their faith needed
to be deep. And because they saw Me, they believed .... But I call those blessed
who do not see and yet believe .... For their faith is a far greater credit to them,
as it cannot be proven, it can only be gained in the heart through activity of love,
prayer and deliberation .... Although I also reveal Myself to them but in a way
that only faith can recognise the manifestation as such and that without faith it
can be rejected. I call him blessed if he acquires his faith, if he has no need of
proof, if he only accepts the working of the spirit as proof, which can certainly
also be doubted but which is recognised by a person who lives a life of love and
who therefore will become blessed one day ....

Amen

BD 4313 received 26.05.1948

Audible Word ....

The most sublime moment in earthly life happens when a person audibly
hears the Word, when he hears the expression of My love in his heart like
a spoken Word. For then he will perceive My closeness like a flood of light
which permeates his heart and is also perceptible by the person’s senses. The
human being’s maturity of soul influences how the inner voice can be heard.
He can freely enjoy the blissful sensation if his soul is already far advanced,
but in a low degree of maturity he might still have fight against inner obstacles.
Nevertheless, he must have attained a certain degree of psychological maturity,
otherwise he would never be able to receive the grace of the audible Word ....
Hence it is a process of a direct transmission of light and strength, the person
is in such intimate contact with Me that I Am able to manifest Myself to him
and be understood, which will never be the case with immature souls. But I
must always stem My strength of love if the human being is to remain suitable
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for earthly life and not lose all earthly attachment due to his overwhelming
happiness. And therefore I will only ever audibly manifest Myself for short
periods of time until the end of the person’s course of life who is so close to Me
that I will credit him with My speech.

However, during the time of the end I will need servants on Earth who will
diligently work for Me, and I will reward their enthusiasm by revealing Myself
to them such that they are no longer able to harbour doubts in their hearts
because they are faithful to Me, because they believe without being able to
see and work for Me in this belief. I want to stimulate them into working
ever more diligently for Me but I will only be able to express Myself audibly
if their faith has already become so firm that they unconditionally believe in
My activity, that they had previously already heard the voice of the spirit and
recognised it as My voice, for the audible Word must never compel them into
believing since it is the culmination of a strong faith and, in earthly life, the most
desirable state to strive for because it makes a person indescribably happy and
the thought of it can render him insensitive to suffering and distress of an earthly
nature. His happiness and his convinced faith also offer his fellow human being
the possibility to gain a stronger faith, so that his activity amongst people is
extremely richly blessed and that every work he tackles will be accomplished by
him. His fellow human beings can certainly doubt him but anyone who audibly
hears My Word within himself will no longer be able to doubt. And thus I
reward the love and loyalty of My servant who stands up for Me and grant him
the kind of happiness on Earth which the world cannot offer him ....

Amen

BD 4315 received 27.05.1948

Spiritual debates are necessary for clarification ....

Do not let any opportunity pass you by when you can be active for Me and
My kingdom, when you can speak about that which My spirit reveals to you.
Questions will be raised which only you will be able to answer, and a multitude
of opinions will be voiced, but you will be able to uphold only the right ones
with conviction, for only you know the truth, only you are taught by Me and
therefore need not fear any objection to the contrary since, on account of your
knowledge, you will recognise every wrong point of view. However, your task
consists of providing the impetus for spiritual debates, of not being afraid to
speak, of always regarding yourselves as My servants who avidly work for their
Lord, and of always being mindful of your mission. If you are inwardly impelled
you should give in and do what your heart tells you to do, and if you desire to
speak, then speak, for then I Myself will urge you to do your spiritual work.
It will always be My will that you should mention My Word from above, it
will always be My will that people should exchange their thoughts regarding
spiritual questions, and I Myself will always give you the impulse for this and
pave the way for you, that is, I will direct people’s thoughts to problems which
I Am willing to explain. Thus you may always be certain that I Am present
during all spiritual conversations and that I will guide your thoughts in the right
direction and enable your mouth to speak and provide your intellect with the
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correct power of judgment. Therefore you can talk freely and you will always
speak according to My will, for you are merely My tools through which I express
Myself. But don’t be hesitant and remain silent when it is necessary to talk.
And you will be successful; your discussions will greatly contribute towards
clarification and encourage people to voice their opinions which will always
result in My light beings’ intervention by trying to exert their influence. Then
you will have ploughed the field first and distributed the seed which is to yield
good fruits ....

Amen

BD 4319 received 31.05.1948

The Lord will come at a time of greatest adversity ....

I will come to fetch you from utmost distress, as I have promised. There will
be great adversity, and anyone following your destiny will recognise that only
your strength of faith keeps you going, otherwise you would be too weak to bear
up to the threats and violent actions by your enemies against whom you are
completely defenceless. Yet only defenceless on the part of people, however, I
will stand by your side as protection and this certainty must render you immune
to all hostilities. This great adversity will only last for a short time, then I will
come personally in order to fetch My Own into My kingdom and prepare them
for life in the paradise on the new Earth. If you are strong in faith, if you attach
significance to every one of My Words, then the final adversity will come to an
end for you and, in the hope of My speedy arrival, you will stoically endure
everything and wait for Me. And I will definitely come .... I will not leave My
Own in distress, I will come when no earthly way out can be seen anymore; I
will appear suddenly, only visible to My Own, and all My faithful followers will
call out to Me. Rejoicing and cheering My Own will blissfully and happily rush
towards Me and raise their hands to Me. Whoever believes will be saved, for
he will persevere even if the world is full of devils .... he knows that the hour
of deliverance will come, he knows that I will not leave him and that all devils
are powerless against Me. He will wait for Me and I will reward his profound
faith with the greatest prize, with a new life in the paradise on this Earth. Why
won’t I take him to Me into the spiritual kingdom? Anyone who passes this
final test of faith and recognises Me will be suitable to form the root of a new
human race and a new generation will come forth from him, for the Earth shall
be populated again with spiritually highly advanced people who will live their
life for Me and with Me. And I Myself want to rear these people .... All people’s
degree of maturity is known to Me but especially of those who in the end will
fight for Me against Satan. Such people are required by Me as progenitors for the
new Earth. I will bless them, both physically and spiritually, and the new Earth
will become a paradise-like abode for them, children and children’s children
will be in heartfelt contact with Me and the human race will be full of love. A
new period of development will start again with spiritual beings embodied as
human beings who are close to maturity and longingly strive towards Me and
rapidly achieve final maturity of soul on earth. For the last days on the old earth
will very quickly have matured the spiritual substance which was shortly due to
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be embodied as a human being, because it had fought the battle between light
and darkness and the final destruction of the old earth had temporarily released
it. Since it had not yet attained the maturity to be free, it experienced this as
pain, so that it will find the new form comforting and eagerly strive upwards,
even though during the preliminary stage it will be unconscious of this success.
For this reason, people will live in most wonderful harmony with all creations
in their environment; the mineral, plant and animal world will entirely fit in
with people’s needs, profound peace will reign in nature as well as in the human
heart, people’s joyful togetherness with Me will make them the most blissful
beings, My love will smooth their every path and their hearts will beat for Me
with ardent love and all adversity will be forgotten .... And this time is not far
away, soon I will come and fetch My community of brides, the great adversity
will soon be over, for My promise must fulfil itself .... I will return in the clouds
to fetch My Own and to judge the living and the dead ....

Amen

BD 4320 received 01.06.1948

The present time will lead to the end ....

And time and again I say to you: You will experience the end .... It is an urgent
wake-up call which I send to people who presently inhabit the earth, it is a call
which I will still intensify because you need to let go of your conviction that you
still have much time left, because you need to spend thought on a sudden end
and try to come close to Me. You have only little time left and very soon will be
startled out of your calm, fear will enter your hearts which you can only banish
by calling upon Me, by faithful prayer, which will provide you with strength and
composure. The time is fulfilled, and even if you resist this thought .... you must
prepare yourselves for whatever the end entails. It is you who will experience
the last battle, who ought to win it; it is you who will experience the last
Judgment, who will either see My coming in the clouds and the homecoming
of the righteous or the final act of destruction take place, depending on your
attitude towards Me, depending on your will and your love. It is you who must
make a decision since you will not be able to enter the kingdom of the beyond
after your death if you side with the adversary, but you will have to repeat the
process through the creation of the new earth according to My eternal counsel.
Do not expect the end in the future, get used to the idea that the present time
will lead to the end, that you will be affected and that everything will come upon
you as seers and prophets predicted according to My will. I can only ever draw
your attention to it and as confirmation of My Word speak to you from above,
and I will implement it shortly because there is not much time until the end.

I will inform you, whose will to serve Me made you My Own, once again of
this just before the end, so that you will not experience the day unprepared,
for even though you believe that My Word is truth you are still not taking My
prediction seriously enough, you are still counting on a reprieve and not on My
speedy arrival which, however, is about to happen to you. Yet you will yearn
for My arrival when the time of the battle of faith comes and you enter the last
stage of this earthly period. Then you will have learned to despise the world,
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you will have no further desire for earthly possessions, you will only yearn for
My Word, and I will also always be with you in the Word and comfort you until
the day when I will appear in the clouds, when your adversity has reached huge
proportions and help can only come from Me. You must take it for granted
that you will experience this time if I won’t recall this or that servant of Mine
prematurely, according to wise judgment. You will all be surprised as to how
quickly events will unfold, which I predicted long in advance through the voice
of the spirit. And once I appear the end will come upon you with giant strides.
Anyone who is profoundly faithful will inwardly rejoice despite hardship and
suffering, for he will know that he will be compensated one day, that sooner or
later all adversity will have an end and that a new era will start again with the
paradise, as I have promised ....

Amen

BD 4325 received 06.06.1948

Significance of the spirit’s voice ....
Close to the goal ....

You are hearing the voice of the spirit .... do you know what that means? It
means that you are removed from the weight of earthly matters if you accept
My Word, be it directly or through mediators, that you are in contact with the
spiritual world which is beyond all matter. Do you know that you are already
close to the goal, that you have almost overcome matter if My Word penetrates
your heart and does not merely bypass your ear? Do you know that My Word
is a ray from the kingdom of light which you may be permitted to enter after
the death of your body, that you are therefore being honoured to be in the
spiritual kingdom while your body is still earthbound? Do you know that you,
if you receive My Word, are in connection with Me, your God and Father of
eternity, your Creator and Preserver? That the connection is the final goal of
every human being and that you therefore have reached the final goal already if
you not merely intellectually accept My Word but allow it to affect your heart.
And you may already consider yourselves incredibly fortunate on Earth, for you
accept My emanation of love noticeably and demonstrably, for I give Myself to
you, I give you My flesh and My blood, as I have promised .... I take supper
with you because you allowed Me to enter when I knocked at the door of your
heart. And thus you are My exceedingly beloved and precious guests to whom
I will only serve that which brings you joy, I will endow you with spiritual
possessions, with everlasting treasures which you may take into eternity with
you; I want to provide you with everything you desire, yet you will only request
that which will be spiritually beneficial to you and make you happy. And all
My angels and beings of light will be at your disposal, they will enlighten you if
you desire such and your knowledge will increase, your fear will dwindle, you
will be conscious of being in most intimate union with Me when you accept My
Word, for My Word demonstrates My love for you ....

My Word is the greatest gift of grace, for I Myself dwell amongst you in My
Word; hence you do not just accept it as an expression of Myself but you accept
Me Myself in your hearts when I speak to you. Then I will have taken abode
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within you, as I have promised. Would you then still be lonely and forsaken?
Can anyone on earth replace My closeness? And would you then still want to be
fearful and sad, timid and of little faith? Just take care that every Word of Mine
takes root in you, that it comes alive, that you don’t just read or hear it but that
you let it penetrate your heart; live your life such that I can work within you,
that you will also soon hear the audible Word which will suppress all doubt,
all anxiety and make you blissfully happy. Then you will be willing to sacrifice
everything, then your faith will be firm and steadfast too, then anything can
confront you and you will not waver, for you will feel Me, you will know that you
are protected in My proximity and are full of love for Me. My Word is a gift of
grace for which you cannot be thankful enough, and you ought to demonstrate
your gratitude by passing it on in the world, you should tirelessly work to spread
it, you should inform your fellow human beings of My activity of love in you
and through you in all people. Speak wherever the opportunity presents itself,
for people need comfort and help in their spiritual distress, they need you,
who receive My Word either directly or through mediators, as knowledgeable,
experienced and on the path; don’t be half-hearted and complacent in your
work for Me; live up to My Word by being lovingly active and by providing
earthly help wherever it is needed. Work in cooperation with Me and, in so
doing, thank Me for My love for you, which manifests itself in My Word ....

Amen

BD 4326 received 08.06.1948

Harmony of body and soul ....

The body, too, should be well cared-for in order to maintain its strength and
keep it in shape for its task .... to help the soul attain higher development. The
body should not be entirely neglected because orderliness is My law as well, and
orderliness includes everything which results in a supportive and progressive
outcome. It is indeed the human being’s task to detach himself from matter, to
rise above it by liberating his heart from it and thus no longer be controlled by
earthly material things. Nevertheless, the body also has to be in harmony with
the soul, it has to provide the soul with inner calm which it can always achieve
once it has calmed itself down, i.e., once its needs are met and it can attend to
the soul’s requirements.

The body can indeed make demands which betray materialistic thinking that by
no means corresponds to My law of order, in that case it is not in harmony with
the soul, and if the soul is already enlightened it will resist and refuse to give
in to the body’s desire even if it continues to persist in its demands. Then soul
and body are silently fighting each other, then the body will be poorly endowed
from all directions until it is content with being granted minor wishes, until it
has accepted the soul’s requirements. At that point it has entered the right order
again and will also feel comfortable in that state since it then considers itself
as the soul’s supporter. Subsequently it can also be granted bigger wishes again
since there is no more risk that the body will overrule the soul by getting so
involved with the material world that it totally neglects the soul.
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The body must never control the soul, the material world must never be given
priority, the soul must be the determining factor and supported in its desires and
aspirations by the body, then the body can also be granted relief and fulfilment
of its desires, for then the body will never make demands which are detrimental
to the soul, and the soul will mature anyway, since it constantly endeavours to
live in harmony with Me, to attain My pleasure and to come close to Me, and
can obliviously bypass the pleasures of the world. I want to give joy to people
on earth too once these joys are no longer a danger for the soul; but only I can
judge when this will be the case, and so I quite often let the body go short, just
as I also provide people who are faithfully devoted to Me with private joys in
order to demonstrate My love for them, which always wants to please ....

Amen

BD 4328 received 10.06.1948

Community of ‘Saints’ ....
Intercession pointless ....

You humans need considerable support from the spiritual world if you want to
survive the last battle on earth, and this help is at your full disposal in every
way by just asking for it. For this reason it should be explained to you what kind
of help will be given to you and how you can request it. There exists, as you
humans call it, the community of Saints, which helps you; but it is necessary to
explain the term ‘Saints’ to you if you are to be truthfully taught and free from
wrong notions. The beings of light are people’s most faithful guides and helpers
who are always ready as soon as they are called. But their assignment to people is
determined by God in His wisdom, just as He, corresponding to their degree of
perfection, also permeates the spiritual beings with light and strength. People,
however, are unable to assess another person’s degree of maturity and therefore
have neither the right nor the ability to elevate him to sainthood, because only
God knows the quality of his soul when he, having been liberated by physical
death, enters the spiritual kingdom. Only God knows the relationship the
person has had with Him on earth and to what extent he acted with love.

Loving activity is the decisive factor and could have given him light and strength
in abundance while still on earth, enabling him to do extraordinary things on
earth if he wanted to. But in the beyond God reserves the right to guide mature
souls to the sphere of activity which corresponds to their degree of maturity. He
allocates to them the activity in the spiritual kingdom, just as He determines
what kind of help should be given to people on earth. The beings of light have
abundant strength, they can achieve anything because they work with God and
in accordance with His will since they are constantly permeated by His strength.
But the being of light moves entirely within God’s will too, i.e. it cannot want
anything but God’s will since it has already established the union with God
and is therefore totally absorbed in His will. However, since it possesses great
wisdom it also recognises the inexpediency of many people’s petitions and
therefore also has to refuse when a fulfilment would be detrimental for the
soul.
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Helping people is a state of happiness for the beings of light, for this reason God
allows people to request help from them. But it is not right to call upon specific
Saints, because their activity and task could be entirely different and people, in
their ignorance, might appeal to a being which is still far from perfect and then,
due to their petition, become subject to and get unfavourably influenced by it.
Because those who are called will appear, they immediately seek to get close to
the caller and try to impose their thoughts on him, which might not correspond
to the truth. Besides, the canonisation by people is mainly dependent on a way
of life conforming to a church community, i.e. where piety is a prerequisite,
although never demanded by God it is insisted upon by that church, and in
accordance with the latter the canonisation takes place, which can never be the
will of God. Consequently, not everyone canonised may be a being of light,
whereas there are many beings of light in the spiritual kingdom whose way
of life in fact corresponded to God’s will but did not conform to the rules of
an ecclesiastical community. All beings of light possess God’s strength which
they want to use, thus people were entrusted into their care whom they should
and can help to reach perfection, providing human will is not opposed to it.
Appealing to the beings of light will never be in vain, whereas calling upon
specific beings may be good but could also be harmful even though help is
expected from them. However, the idea to gain intercession by the beings of
light is misguided ....
Prayer is an appeal to God. It establishes the relationship between the human
being and God, which is requested by God Himself because the appeal demon-
strates that the person’s will is directed towards Him. Thus in people’s opinion,
the beings of light, which are already in closest union with Him, are supposed
to establish this relationship with God. This would relieve the person from
establishing the relationship himself which, however, is purpose and goal of his
earthly life, because only the contact with God provides the influx of strength
without which the soul is unable to mature fully.
But the being of light cannot convey strength to the person, because even in
the spiritual kingdom are laws which have to be observed by its inhabitants in
the knowledge that they were given by God’s love and wisdom. The beings are
willing to help in every instance and in accordance with God’s will, consequently
the human being has to please God’s will first in order to be considered by Him
directly or through the beings of light, which truly will never leave anyone
without help if God’s will approves. Hence the appeal for help to the beings
of light will never be in vain, but an appeal for intercession is futile. Because
the child itself should trustingly approach the Father so that the Father’s love
can give Itself to the child, and because this intimate relationship will never be
established if the human being believes that he can also reach the goal through
intercession. God is a God of love. He does not want people frightened to
come to Him, He wants to be the Father of His children and not a strict judge
and ruler. People try to please the latter through intercession but approach the
former trustingly, and God asks for this trust from His living creations, because
His infinite love belongs to them and He will also fulfil their every prayer ....

Amen
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BD 4343 received 20.06.1948

Inner life... Withdrawing into seclusion ....

Go into seclusion and allow Me to speak to you, and you will hear an abundance
of wonderful things, a world of ideas will be revealed to you which otherwise
would remain unknown to you, for I Myself will guide you into regions which
are new to you and yet seem appealing to you once you have entered them.
Spiritual instruction is extremely valuable because you will keep it forever; it
is truly far more beneficial for you than any increase of earthly knowledge, for
all this will fall away or be forgotten the moment you physically die, spiritual
knowledge, however, shines like a bright light and casts a gentle gleam which
attracts entirely uninformed souls because it affects them beneficially. Thus you
may accept spiritual knowledge from My hand if you withdraw into seclusion,
if you enter into silent communication with Me in your closet. You should seek
seclusion, that is, leave the world behind you, live an inner life in frequent union
with Me .... And I will always be a willing Teacher for you Who will convey the
knowledge you need, which you are missing and which makes you happy. As
long as you are attracted to the world, you will find it difficult to make spiritual
contact with Me, for I stand outside the world, yet I Am at all times within reach
for you if you turn away from the world. I Am always available, but whether
you have time for Me remains up to you, nevertheless, every minute you think
of Me is a blessing for you.

Therefore gather spiritual wealth, it is extremely precious, and make good use
of your time, be aware of the fact that it will never be wasted if you enter
into contact with Me, if you withdraw from the world, and remember that you
merely acquire illusive possessions with every service the world demands of
you. Only love for other people has the same value, because it equally results in
a connection with Me and enables My working in you .... So you should often
talk to Me if you want to gather eternal treasures for yourselves. I will always
assign the right task for you, I will guide you to where you can be lovingly
active, I will send people to you whom you can inspire into discussions which
direct their thoughts to Me again, as your Teacher I will provide you with the
knowledge which you should pass on to them, and I will always be with you,
because every connection from earth to Me is beneficial and will help you to
ascend. For this is My promise to you ‘I remain with you until the end ....’
Understand these Words and realise that you yourselves have to enable Me to
be present with you through your will, that you must withdraw into solitude
and lift your thoughts up to Me .... Then I will be and remain with you for all
eternity ....

Amen
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BD 4348 received 23.06.1948

Earth rotations ....
Earthly tremors ....

For a considerable period of time already the earth has been rotating around
its own axis with extraordinary speed. Admittedly, the constant rotations are
by no means noticeable to the human being, but only because he is on earth
and they can only be observed from outside the earth. Nevertheless, changes
in the cosmos are perceptible which are caused by this phenomenon. It is like
a regular trembling which can be felt more or less faintly when the body is in a
resting position and susceptible to the slightest movement. This phenomenon
will lead to the total dissolution of Earth after an incredibly long period of
time but will be hastened through human intervention on account of which the
conclusion of this epoch can be traced back to human influence, even though it
has been included from the start in the divine plan. The earth would actually
have an inconceivably long lifespan, i.e. its existence would be guaranteed for
an infinitely long time, yet God’s will allows itself to be determined by human
will, God allows people to accomplish what will cause them even the greatest
harm. In His plan of eternity all changes in the cosmos are established according
to His wisdom and love. But the scientifically educated human race does not
want to know anything about a change with inconceivable consequences, and
yet it constantly takes place.

This change .... an excessively fast rotation of Earth .... will also trigger the
natural disaster which has been proclaimed by seers and prophets since the
beginning of the period of Salvation and which is now revealed again through
the spirit of God. This process is humanly not easily explainable, however,
simply said, the rotations will increase and stop for seconds, which will manifest
itself as earthly tremors of such tremendous effect that people will believe that
the end of the earth has come. No equivalent to it can be found on earth, for
it is an expression of power which comes from the universe and is unknown
to earthly science. The consistency of the stars activates such forces, and the
interior of the earth will be affected by them and to a certain extent therefore be
moved beyond the law, which always manifests itself in a destructive manner,
yet is sporadically allowed by God for the purpose of dissolving even the hardest
matter in order to release the constrained spiritual substances within. And this
act is approaching soon but will only be the spectacle of a few seconds, yet with
preceding signs which by themselves can already be called catastrophic because
they generate indescribable panic amongst people and therefore will have to
be considered as being within the timeframe of the catastrophe. Nevertheless,
everything is eternally predetermined and God’s plan will come to pass, as it is
written ....

Amen
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BD 4352 received 25.06.1948

Unity with God ....
School of suffering ....

You cannot grasp how much I yearn for unity with My living creations which
motivates Me to constantly let you go through a school which shall result in your
soul’s maturity, for unity cannot take place without a specific degree of maturity.
My love is truly only concerned for your well-being, yet the fact that I use means
which let you doubt My love is due to your own will, albeit unconsciously, for
your attitude towards Me provokes this use because you won’t conform to the
laws of order which promote your maturity of soul without suffering .... because
you won’t live up to the law of order, which cannot be avoided if you want to
mature fully. And thus My teaching methods will become increasingly harsher
the further you distance yourselves from love .... But now the time of learning
has come to an end and every human being will have to take the test. Anyone
who passes it will become blissfully happy in unity with Me, however, anyone
who fails cannot be spared repeating the school, which he will have to attend
under harder conditions if he wants to reach the goal one day. I won’t let My
living creations fall, and sooner or later the final union must and will take place,
nevertheless, it can still take infinitely long periods of time in view of the fact
that the human being determines the time of his redemption himself, for he
voluntarily has to enter into unity with Me, I can only ever support him but will
never force him.

Let Me tell you that I love all My living creations and that My love will never
cease, but I will nevertheless bring My eternal plan to fruition even if you
humans cannot discover any love therein. But it concerns you, your spiritual
ascent, it concerns your eternal life .... At the moment you, who live on earth,
are still spiritually dead with the exception of a few who are spiritually reborn.
As yet you don’t feel the life within you, and if you finish your earthly life in
this state you will descend into a weakness which is the equivalent of death for
you, you will be in utter darkness and completely without control and strength
but conscious of the fact that you exist .... This state is so agonising that My love
wants to save you from it, and this is why I try to motivate you into coming alive
on earth already, I try to enlighten you so that you will strive towards the state of
life of your own free will. All obstacles in your life shall help you become active,
and activity is life. Earthly activity comes to an end at the moment of physical
death, but you shall be active in the spiritual kingdom and for this you must
have passed the school of the spirit successfully which also has to be a school
of suffering for you or you will not reach full maturity. Nevertheless, you have
My assurance that I love you and that every event which causes you sorrow is
only based on My love. I want to bring you up to become My children because
My Fatherly love does not want to lose you and because it is My will that you,
My living creations, should not live far-away from Me but unite with Me and
become blissfully happy ....

Amen
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BD 4353 received 25.06.1948

Disintegration ....
Work of destruction ....
Renewed banishment ....

Spiritual progress can never be achieved in a world of hatred and unkindness,
and therefore the earth is failing in its real purpose of helping the spiritual
substances embodied in it to attain higher development. Therefore the time
has come for the manifold creations, which are intended to accomplish this
purpose, to be dissolved and to release the spirits for the purpose of receiving
new forms. For humanity, however, this disintegration signifies a fall from its
already achieved advancement into the deepest abyss; it signifies a return into
hardest matter and a repeated process through all works of creation on the new
earth. But due to their lack of love people are completely ignorant and have
neither time nor will to dwell on what lies ahead of them if the information is
presented to them. They do not concern themselves with spiritual problems and
this, too, is a sign that the time of the disintegration of the old earth has come.
They are not open to any relevant clarification, they only live for their earthly
interests and refuse all spiritual conversations. Consequently, admonitions and
warnings are fruitless.

If, however, there is no further likelihood for a spiritual change to take place on
earth, if a spiritual forward motion is completely out of the question, then only a
complete decline can be expected; but God will not allow this to happen, instead
He will transform the earth prior to it. This certainly involves a complete work
of destruction yet it is intended in the plan of eternity in order to provide the
completely degenerated human race, that is, the bound souls within, with the
possibility of higher development again, because God’s infinite love will never
let anything fall completely, even if it is still totally opposed to Him. Earth’s
final destruction is therefore an act of supreme compassion at the same time,
yet it will come to pass without fail in order to prevent an even further decline of
people who, due to their heartlessness, have already severed every connection
with God and widened the gulf between Him and themselves and thus lack
all strength for higher development. And this is why God will come to their
assistance, He will deprive them of their external cover and confine the spirits
again, so that the infinitely wide chasm, which was established by people’s free
will, shall become less again in the state of compulsion, so that the spiritual
substance will come closer to God again in the constrained state and once again
receive the opportunity to use its freedom of will correctly in order to attain
God, if only after an infinitely long time ....

Amen
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BD 4355 received 26.06.1948

Earth rotations ....
Earthly tremors ....
Supplement and explanation regarding no. 4348 ....

Explain the process to yourselves like this: The faster the earth moves, the
shorter the period of time it takes for one rotation, and the stronger becomes
the atmospheric pressure that is caused by its movement. Normally this at-
mospheric pressure should be felt on the earth’s surface, but this is not the
case. Hence this is already a scientifically unexplainable deviation from the
natural laws, therefore it follows that the natural laws applicable to earth lose
their validity outside of it. Nevertheless, this fast rotation affects the earth’s
surface insofar as a crust is being formed which is a suitable growth medium
for vegetation, therefore a continuous habitation of the earth’s surface is only
possible due to its perpetual rotation, due to the generation of a force which
affects the ground, that is, which does not spread outward and dissipates but
works from the outside towards the interior of the earth. This force is life-giving
but cannot be explained by human intellect, precisely because it arises and is
effective beyond the law.
Were the earth to stop its velocity all life on it would solidify, on the other hand,
however, an increased velocity would encourage abnormal growth but also
penetrate and affect the interior of the earth and bring about eruptions which
would endanger the earth’s core and jeopardise its continuation. Such increased
velocity is currently happening and its effects will also soon become apparent.
If the final result is to be avoided the excessive energy has to find a sphere
of activity .... it has to have an explosive effect in places, which consequently
takes the form of a natural disaster. This will slightly reduce the speed of the
rotations, the newly generated energy will find new soil which it can animate
with plants and animals and the continued existence of earth will be guaranteed
for a brief period of time again, until human determination once again triggers
forces which have not been completely ascertained as yet and which have an
all-destructive effect, because they can effectively be described as adverse forces,
i.e., they work from within towards the outside and the opposing actions of
both forces signifies total destruction, which can certainly be explained to but
not understood by people ....
Spiritually advanced scientists will easily be able to understand this process, for
they no longer look at the activity of natural forces beyond the law with so much
disbelief, because they know that the sphere beyond earth is an area which
cannot be fathomed with earthly reasoning power, because they are subject to
other natural laws than those applicable to earth.
Every celestial body is a world unto itself, and in every celestial body the will
of God’s love has expressed itself differently, because His countless thoughts
are implemented by His might and strength and every thought testifies to
most profound wisdom. According to human opinion such manifold diversity
of God’s creations cannot exist, since the power of imagination is limited, but
God’s thinking is not limited and no obstacles exist for His creativity. The fact
that the human being, the inhabitant of one of God’s countless creations, would
be able to completely ascertain God’s reign and activity is entirely out of the
question, for he instantly rejects what appears to be impossible but what is
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always possible for God. Thus, the timing of the movements of earth, its path
and its composition can certainly be calculated and explored, yet only ever as
far as the earth’s applicable natural laws which are known to people form the
basis of it.
Anything over and above this is beyond his knowledge and intellect. But an ‘over
and above’ does exist, or earthly science would be able to accurately determine
when and in which form as well as for what reason the final destruction of earth
will happen. It is incapable of establishing this, however, it is not proof that the
destruction of earth will not take place. Here faith is placed in opposition to
science .... anyone who values science more negates what faith affirms .... God
proclaims the end of this earthly period; He proclaims a total change of the
earth’s surface along with the disappearance of all life on, in and above the earth
.... This process is completely unknown to science .... hence it is an indication
that a supernatural activity caused by God will happen; although not beyond
natural law from His point of view yet for people who do not know all natural
laws, all forces to the point that they can indicate and calculate such an event,
but that investigations also have to be conducted on the basis of faith if they are
to produce truthful results. Only then will the researcher also receive access to
the area which otherwise remains closed to people, then he will be assisted and
enlightened by spiritual co-workers, then he will also be able to have an insight
into God’s plan of Salvation, and much will be comprehensible and acceptable
to him which his intellect would otherwise have discarded ....

Amen

BD 4357 received 28.06.1948

Marriage ....
In the presence of God and before the world ....

You have to find each other in love otherwise a union is not blessed by Me.
Marriage is togetherness; it is a living together in most heart-felt harmony.
Marriage is a state which cannot be lawfully created but its prerequisite is
always profoundly unselfish love which, once it is kindled within the heart, can
never be extinguished again. Because the right kind of love unites the hearts,
it is not a physical love which looks for fulfilment in the intoxication of senses,
it is not a demanding love. Ever-giving and happiness-imparting love is the
foundation of a marriage which is blessed by Me.
Marriage is a sincere community of two people whose hearts feel pure love for
each other .... A marriage like that cannot be undone because true love can
never cease. And this marriage will take place as soon as two people commend
themselves to Me for the blessing of their bond. Then they are husband and wife
before Me and they shall remain together until death separates them. Anyone
who gets married in this way will always have a sense of belonging to the other
person even if external circumstances separate them. My blessing will rest upon
them because the most sacred feeling, having its source in Me, was the cause
of the relationship, which is the primary condition for a marriage intended
by Me .... But pure love is rarely to be found on earth these days, although
marital bonds are nevertheless still formed. This is not against My will because
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humanity should reproduce itself, given that countless souls are awaiting their
embodiment in order to cover their last stage of development in the world of
matter. Hence the marriage between two people has to be given an externally
recognisable form, a structure which incorporates certain laws, obligations and
rights. Without them people would contravene My necessary order too easily
and thereby jeopardise their children’s correct education which, however, is
of utmost significance for their spiritual development. The legal form of the
marriage ceremony is therefore in accordance with My will, but whether My
particular blessing rests on it depends on the degree of mutual love between
both husband and wife, whereas it depends on My blessing whether a wedding
ceremony is being conducted before people or in My presence.

If a marriage ceremony is conducted for other reasons without deep mutual
love, then the relationship will certainly be valid before the world, and I would
not withhold My support if it is requested, but it is not a marriage in the true
sense of the word which is pleasing to Me, it is not the state of union wanted
by Me which, due to love, becomes an act of happiness that will be blessed by
Me. Because the giving principle will always be predominant in the presence of
pure love, consequently I, Who Am love Itself, will never be excluded from a
marriage like that, and My spirit will govern the people and work in those who
step before Me as husband and wife and ask for My blessing ....

Amen

BD 4359 received 01.07.1948

Luminous phenomenon before the catastrophe ....

My intervention will be preceded by a major spiritual campaign, which will be
intended to fortify the faith of My Own and will be a final indication of the
forthcoming natural event. My heavenly messengers will be instructed to show
themselves to My Own in the shape of luminous phenomena which clearly and
distinctly can be seen in the firmament so that all self-deception is excluded,
and My Own will detect the same phenomenon whereas unbelievers will see
nothing and ridicule all references to them as fantasies.

And this will be the last sign .... Then you will be able to safely prepare yourselves
for the hour of My manifestation through the elements of nature. Then let go
of all earthly things and just take care of your souls .... Then receive My Word
with complete devotion, let Me speak to you in the Word and form a deep and
heartfelt bond with Me so that I can be present with you in utmost hardship
which will befall you very soon afterwards. Then just take care of those around
you who fearfully observe the changes in nature, briefly explain it to them and
refer them to Me, speak of Me as a God of love Who looks after every person
and excludes no-one who calls to Him for help ....

And then wait for Me, don’t be afraid when My voice resounds with such force
that people will tremble .... Stay calm and collected and know that nothing will
happen to you if it is not My will, and that I have promised you My protection
if you unite with Me in prayer. Then I will be present with you and you will
distinctly feel My closeness .... And then that which I have proclaimed to you
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through My spirit will be fulfilled .... For My Word is and remains eternal truth
....

Amen

BD 4360 received 02.07.1948

Parable of the good shepherd ....

I want to give you a parable, and you should learn from this how I want My Word
to be understood: My earthly children are like a flock of scattered sheep which
an enemy’s ill will had chased from the shepherd’s view into all directions. And
the shepherd, who loves his sheep, goes in search for them. He looks for them in
the most hidden places, he scales mountains and clambers down gorges, he calls
and cajoles and does not rest until his flock is rounded up again. He helps the
lambs that lost their way and cannot return by themselves, he follows the long
tracks where they already went too far, he takes the tired lambs and carries them
back on his shoulders, he leaves none to their fate, to his enemy, who might rob
him of it and add it to his own flock. Because he knows his sheep, and his sheep
know him and follow his voice .... And the good shepherd’s heart rejoices when
he has found all his sheep again, when his full flock is in his stable, when every
lost lamb has found its way home ....
You all are My sheep, you belong to My flock, which nevertheless has free run
and therefore can also go astray if it strives for another goal but Me. The hostile
shepherd is My adversary who tries to turn you away from Me. And he will
often succeed .... My sheep stray from the path I take with My flock, they seek
to scale the heights .... You humans seek honour and riches and for their sake
leave the path. You fall into ravines and pits, vices and lusts capture you, step by
step you descend into the abyss and can be grateful if you get caught by hedges
and undergrowth .... if second thoughts arise in you which you don’t ignore and
are thus spared the deepest fall until your Saviour arrives.
Still others graze in strange pastures; they go astray and don’t find their way
back to their stable .... These are the people who thoughtlessly wander through
earthly life, who are beneficiaries of actions which do not correspond to My will
but give them great earthly advantage. They do not deem themselves bad, they
are half-hearted, neither for nor against Me, they wander through the earthly
valley oblivious of their earthly task, they have to be startled and chased back,
so that they take refuge in My arms again Who, as a good shepherd, is ready to
receive them at anytime.
I have to search for My lost lambs everywhere .... My call has to be heard
everywhere and thus My voice has to sound time and again .... time and again I
have to approach people in My Word and call them back into the Father’s house.
My Word is the call of the good shepherd, My Word is conveyed to human
beings with love, My Word penetrates into all corners, wherever it finds entry
into people’s hearts. And anyone who does not follow My call will stray ever
more or descend ever deeper .... And yet, the arm of the good shepherd will
reach him one day, even if it takes ages .... Even the person who has resisted Me
for a long time will return to Me one day .... one day he will tire of his wrong
path and allow Me to lift him onto My shoulders, one day he, too, will willingly
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follow the good shepherd, the sound of His voice will entice him .... He will
recognise it as the Father’s voice and follow Me, and I will guide him into the
Father’s house and prepare a feast for joy for him of finding again what had been
lost ....

Amen

BD 4365 received 06.07.1948

Free will ....
Destiny ....

Nothing happens in human life that doesn’t affect eternity. Every action, every
omission, every thought, every direction of will has an effect on the soul’s
development, and therefore everything that occurs in human life belongs within
the scope of destiny. The human being has free will and the use of this will is
decisive for eternity. Every deed or omission, every thought, is first preceded by
will, and its decision determines his course of life. For although he is unable
to control every event in an earthly way, since God has reserved the right for
Himself to direct his course of life according to wise judgment, his will has
nevertheless already been taken into account and forms the basis of his destiny.
The human being’s free will is being doubted because it cannot always carry out
its intention, yet the intention cannot be denied the human being even if the
opportunity to implement it has been removed from him. The direction the will
takes determines the soul’s development, the failure of a once prepared plan
does not revoke the will, and for this will the human being has to be answerable
one day, even if the implementation did not come about. Changing a wrongly
orientated will into the right direction is the purpose and task in life. And this is
why even the slightest happening benefits this change of will and is God’s will
or permission, regardless of whether it is the result of a wrongly or correctly
used will. And thus it should be understandable to you humans that you will
have to accept every stroke of fate as being predetermined a long time ago and
only conducive to your higher development. You must therefore ask yourselves
to what extent it was encouraged by your will and whether this will was right
or wrong, to what extent it corresponded to divine will and thus you must try
to derive a benefit from even the smallest experience, so that your destiny will
truly affect you in an educational way and, if it is arduous, will also be successful
for your life in the beyond. You are always in God’s hands, that is, He takes care
of your course of life, after all, He wants to draw you close to Him and win you
for eternity. If you accept everything from His hand, always remembering that
they are educational means which are used by a loving Father for His children,
then you will always want, think, speak and act according to His will, and your
earthly life will not be lived in vain, for then you submit yourselves to God’s
will and can’t help yourselves but use your free will correctly .... as your task in
life requires ....

Amen
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BD 4368 received 08.07.1948

Transformation of earth ....
Change ....
Disintegration ....

You must always remember that nothing on this earth can last forever, and
therefore even earth itself will not last, thus it has to change if it will not
completely disintegrate in its fundamental substance. The latter will occur after
an infinitely long time, but a transformation of earth will take place shortly.
Just as earthly matter achieves its higher development through the dissolution
of an existing form in order to rise again in a new form, so the earth as such
is also subject to temporary changes, and all creations on earth will enter a
new stage of development. Not just the constrained spirits within every work
of creation strive to ascend but matter itself has to undergo this path of higher
development by becoming increasingly softer, thus sheltering the spirit which,
due to its maturity, is able to escape its form faster. Consequently hard matter,
which has already existed for a very long time, has to be dissolved eventually
too. Its development has to be continued in softer matter and new hard matter
needs to be produced to shelter the spiritual substance which, in the stage of
knowledge .... as a human being .... had failed and joined God’s adversary.

Such total transformations of earth’s external forms only take place within
certain periods of time and are therefore unbelievable to people, because each
such transformation happened so long ago that the truth can no longer be
ascertained and upheld. Although a developmental period is infinitely long it
will nevertheless come to an end one day.

People cannot verify or calculate the time when the end can be expected and
neither can they deny it, but God wants people to believe in it because He
Himself has revealed it to people through His Word and, through seers and
prophets, has pointed it out time and again. That the destruction of earth, i.e.
its total change, is only a matter of faith is due to the fact that the human being
has to bring about the change of his soul in utmost freedom of will, and this
would be instantly restricted if the timing of the end could be calculated. The
beginning and end of an earth period are so far apart because the human being
has to decide to believe it or reject it completely, without being forced into either.
But as soon as he thinks about it and observes the growth and decay in nature
he can see the process of disintegration and transformation repeat themselves
so often that he will also apply this change to the creation ‘earth’ and find it easy
to believe in an end. But he will never be told when it will happen because such
knowledge would be detrimental to the soul. God, however, reveals that the end
of this earth is approaching soon and good for him who believes His Word and
prepares himself. The day will not come unexpectedly for him; the thought of
the end will no longer terrify him in view of the blissful state God has promised
His Own after the transformation of this earth ....

Amen
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BD 4371 received 11.07.1948

Signs before the catastrophe (Anxiety of people and animals) ....

People will be seized by immense anxiety shortly before I appear through the
forces of nature. The event will announce itself such that people and animals
will feel nervous and inwardly sense that something is about to happen in
nature. Strange behaviour amongst animals will be particularly apparent, they
will attempt to flee in a certain direction and suddenly turn back as if driven by
an invisible power. And this behaviour will cause apprehension in people who
realise that imminent danger is approaching against which they cannot defend
themselves.
And thus everyone will worriedly wait for what is to come. And you, My
servants on earth, should make good use of this time for it will be a short
reprieve when people will still listen to your words because they will be looking
for an explanation for the unusual sensations experienced by people and beasts.
Then draw their attention to My Word, prepare them for My appearance and
refer them to Me so that they will take refuge with Me when the hour has come
that I will speak. At the same time you should unite with Me in thought so that
you may be strong and able to support those who are unbelieving or of little
faith.
You have to prove yourselves and will be able to do so if you call to Me in
advance and in the hours of greatest need. I will draw your attention to the signs
in advance and give you the opportunity to observe your environment so that
you will see that everything I told you will come to pass, that an oppressive
feeling and restlessness will burden people, the cause of which you know and
thus you will be able to speak effectively where necessary. And once again you
will experience a situation where the person who lives in love will believe you,
whereas the heartless person, although listening to you, will derive no benefit
from it. Until the hour comes when I will speak from above .... And there will
be raging and gusting in the air, no one will take notice of the other any longer
but only be concerned for his own life. Every person will try to escape but hear
the same raging and gusting from all directions and, depending on his attitude
to Me, he will be affected by the event .... he will stay alive or be killed by the
natural disaster, as My wisdom has recognised and determined since eternity
....
Even though it is seemingly calm and there are no recognisable signs as yet ....
do not believe that you are safe because the day of the natural event will come
without fail, and the unbeliever will be able to see it for himself, if he still has
time to think about it .... I have spoken and revealed it to you through My spirit,
and I will speak through nature with a voice which can be heard by everyone.
Anyone who does not believe the first voice will have to hear My voice from
above .... But even then he will be at liberty to witness it as a mere play of
nature or remember My predictions and believe that I want to reveal Myself so
that you, who do not acknowledge the voice of the spirit, should hear Me. And
blessed is he whose life is spared as he will still have a short time of grace at his
disposal which he will be able to use to make up for what he has neglected up to
then, in order to prepare himself for the end, which will soon follow the event
in nature ....

Amen
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BD 4372 received 11.07.1948

The right prayer ....
‘Father, Your will be done ....’

No prayer rising up to Me in complete trust of My help is in vain. For this trust
testifies to faith in My love and My might. And through such prayer a person has
also established the right relationship with Me .... he approaches Me like a child
to its father. A father, however, will never deny himself to his child unless the
child appeals to him for something completely unwholesome in which case the
father will protect it but also instruct it accordingly so that the child’s trust will
not be disappointed. This instruction happens in a way that second thoughts
will arise in a person as to whether his prayer was appropriate, that he doubts
his right to make such a request, and then a true child will always add to its
request ‘Father, Your will be done ....’ And I will grant what is good for him and
satisfy his wish in a different way, for My love wants to give and please if I Am
called upon in the right way. This is why you should always try to increase your
strength of faith, for then the fulfilment of every wish will be granted to you.
Greater strength of faith will always be accompanied by ever more activity of
love, more activity of love assures you increased knowledge, and thus a person
who is knowledgeable and lives in truth will not appeal for something which is
harmful to him and therefore always find fulfilment because he believes. You
should know that you cannot but think correctly if you gained the right faith
through love and, in this state, send a prayer up to Me. Remember My promise
‘Ask, and it shall be given you; seek, and ye shall find; knock, and it shall be
opened unto you ....’ And thus you may at all times present your wishes to Me
as true children and I will never disappoint your faith ....

Amen

BD 4374 received 13.07.1948

The Flood ....
Last days ....
Worldly progress ....

Shortly before the end it will be just like it was at the time of the Flood. People
will have a great liking for all worldly pleasures, they will indulge their physical
longings and vices, they will lead an immoral and unethical way of life and
send no thought to the One above, Who is Lord over heaven and earth. For
they will have no more faith .... The spiritual level will be the lowest ever
since the beginning of this developmental period. Mocking and blaspheming
they will confront the few believers with hostility, pursue them and deny them
everything they need for living. They themselves, however, will feast and gorge
themselves, they will live and love .... but their love will be false and their way
of life wrong, for the devil’s servants will populate the earth in the last days,
and the disintegration of earth will merely end a state which no longer allows
people’s higher development.
It will be a time of sinfulness which will go beyond all imagination. God will be
completely displaced and those who believe in Him will be in danger of being
killed .... And God Himself will put an end to this period, the last day will arrive
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suddenly and unexpectedly amid the ecstasy of the world in which the people
of the last days constantly live .... Hence, prior to this an apparent progress will
be noticeable, everything of a worldly nature will be offered to people, their
demand for worldly things will be extreme and everyone will unscrupulously
grant himself whatever his mind desires; the strong will fight the weak and
the winner will be the one who heartlessly acquires what he doesn’t deserve,
because he is supported by Satan himself who bestows material favours on him
and incites him to increased enjoyment of life.

Sin will escalate to an alarming extent and Judgment will come to pass when
no-one expects it. For once people have reached this level of development they
will have to be devoured by the earth, as they will have become true servants
of the devil and completely deny God. And then the hour of accountability will
come to all sinners, the day of God’s Justice will arrive, the Day of Judgment will
come to all who belong to God’s adversary and the day of Recompense for the
few who are faithful to God, who persevere and don’t fall prey to the temptations
of the world .... as it is proclaimed in Word and Scripture .... A salvation period
will come to an end because humanity will be ready for its downfall.

Amen

BD 4378 received 17.07.1948

Inner voice difficult to hear ....
Turmoil - silence ....

You will always hear My voice if you hand yourselves over to Me and, with a
desire to hear My Word, attentively listen within. I have always given you this
assurance and will never withhold with My gift of grace if you sincerely desire
it. Yet as long as My voice is not audibly heard by you but only affects you
mentally and thus requires full attention and seclusion from the world it will
depend on yourselves as to whether you will hear it. This is why I draw your
attention to the forthcoming time which will make such great demands on you
that only the strongest resolve will be able to manage to withdraw itself and
listen to My voice in seclusion. The adversity of the forthcoming time will often
deprive you of your inner tranquillity, even though I will help every labourer to
fulfil his task if he is willing to serve. I Am always close to you and if you, despite
utmost distress, stay aware of My presence, you will always hear My voice too,
for then your faith will be stronger than your earthly hardship, which you will
banish anytime. Yet I want to draw your attention to the fact that you can expect
considerable turmoil which will restrain your every thought with the effect that
it will be difficult for you to make contact with Me .... But then read My Word,
draw strength from My Word, and you will noticeably feel that I Am close to
you ....

Keep trying to retreat within yourselves and, in seclusion, listen to the voice of
your heart, and you will succeed if your will and your desire for Me is powerful.
But first draw strength from My Word, use the time, don’t become half-hearted
and indifferent but believe that great danger lies in wait for you, that you will
be shaken out of your worldly tranquillity and that a large world event is in the
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making. Always rely on My help and you will never call to Me in vain, for I will
answer you who, as My children, call upon the Father in your time of need ....

Amen

BD 4379 received 18.07.1948

Last Supper ....
Spiritual meaning ....
Flesh - blood ....

The constant desire for nourishment at the table of the Lord assures you His
love .... And thus I repeatedly invite you to take communion with Me, as often
as you desire it. My table is always set for all who are hungry and thirsty and
want to be refreshed, and they will be able to satisfy themselves with the bread
of life, with the manna that comes from heaven. Every nourishment at My table
is communion, it is the unification with Me without which the offering of My
flesh and My blood .... of My Word and its strength .... cannot take place. Thus
you, who receive My Word directly or through My messengers, are communing
when you desire to accept My Word in your heart. Then My spirit will unite
with the spiritual spark within you, then marriage will take place, the union,
the spiritual communion. Then I will give you the bread of heaven Myself, I will
give you food and drink, I will take supper with you .... you will experience the
same event as My disciples, for whom I broke the bread and offered the wine
with the Words: Take and eat, this is my body, take and drink, this is my blood
....
Do you now understand the meaning I attached to these Words? How im-
mensely important it is that you take communion at My table, because My flesh
and My blood will give you the strength to reach eternal life. You have to be
nourished with food for the soul so that it matures, so that it safeguards its
eternal life .... it constantly has to receive strength which it can only receive from
Me directly and which I will give every time it unites with Me. Then I will break
the bread and offer it to the soul, and when it thus eats My flesh .... My Word ....
it is permeated by strength .... the blood .... with which I have blessed My Word.
No one who longs for food for the soul, who wants to be My guest, need ever
starve and go without .... I will come to him Myself and invite him, I will stand
before his door and knock and if he opens it for Me I will enter and take supper
with him .... I will feed him at My table and he will be truly satisfied and never
need to go without ....
And thus, everything I said on earth should be understood in a spiritual
sense. I taught My disciples and they understood Me and carried My Word
into the world. And since people were taught correctly they understood and
lived in accordance with My will, in accordance with My Word in complete
understanding of it. Consequently, My church, the community of believers, was
established entirely in My spirit at first.
But later this was no longer enough for the overzealous representatives of My
Word, they wanted to excel before the world. And thus events, which were only
intended for the soul, were visually presented to people and associated with
external actions, which at first could not be condemned since they were carried
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by the spirit, since people took My will and its fulfilment seriously. But people
changed and with them changed the characteristics of My church .... What was
meant to be a profound inner experience became an external action which
was placed at the fore and the deeper spiritual meaning became lost .... until
the simple process of spiritual communion, of union with Me and the direct
acceptance of My Word, was no longer understood by people. So now they no
longer believe that a direct transmission of My Word is possible, although I
Myself clearly and comprehensively promised them My direct working through
My spirit, although I Myself .... the Word that had become flesh .... referred to
the sustenance with the bread of life, with the manna from heaven .... People no
longer understand the simple meaning of My Word and in their blindness don’t
want to accept the simple explanation either. But anyone who wants to hear and
understand will realise it, and the truth will be plausible to him, he will strive
to establish a connection with Me Myself, he will be My guest, and I will take
supper with him and he with Me ....

Amen

BD 4387 received 25.07.1948

Personal Words ....

The spirit imparts My Word to you, and this is what you should listen to. I will
always speak to you providing you first speak to Me in spirit and in truth. Thus I
do not reply to mere words spoken by your mouth, but what you feel and think
in your heart will find its way to Me and give rise to a response. If you ask Me
in this manner you will mentally receive My answer. Then you can confidently
believe that your thoughts originated from Me and take them to heart. I want
you to understand everything and not start to doubt .... Therefore I also want
you to know what kind of relationship you should have towards one another. I
want to give you a Word of advice which you should seriously consider so that
you then can make a free decision.

I want you to establish the most heartfelt harmony of souls between yourselves,
I want you to establish a pure relationship which is supported by mutual love,
a relationship in which each one of you is willing to give to the other and every
requirement is excluded. I want you to stay together until you are parted by
death, because your earthly path is only brief. You aspired towards a mutual
goal and should also try to reach this goal .... spiritual marriage, which survives
everything, which signifies union in the spiritual kingdom, which consists of
mutual activity and the same consciousness of strength. However, this union
requires the same degree of maturity and thus the same emanation of light,
consequently also the same love and the same knowledge .... And for this
reason two people’s endeavour on earth, who want to work together in the
spiritual kingdom, must enable the direct transmission of light and strength, of
spiritual knowledge. My spirit has to be able to be effective in them and to teach
them, i.e. they have to receive My Word through the voice of the spirit. And
it is certain that only through actions of love will you awaken the spirit within
yourselves, who then will teach you.
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People who are joined together by true, pure love open the door of their hearts
to the spirit within themselves, which is part of Me. They shape themselves
into receiving vessels for My spirit and can be constantly taught. And thus
you are destined to travel the path of ascent together, because by living in
emotional harmony you will be very receptive for the strength of spirit, for My
emanation, for My Word, that will then be conveyed to you directly. Anyone
who receives My Word directly has to pass it on, and the more he loves his
fellow human being the more eagerly he will do so. Moreover, the lovingly
offered Word will be accepted where love has been aroused again. And love
should be practised because it is strength in itself, thus increasing love also
means increasing strength.

Your course of life is but short, and therefore every day should be used by
you to work together on behalf of Me and My kingdom. But mutual activity
also necessitates complete conviction in regards to spiritual questions, to the
deliberation, comprehension and assessment of what is presented to you as
truth through the spirit. However, correct thinking always requires the working
of the spirit, and My spirit can only work in the presence of love. Hence you
should never allow love to become unrequited, because the partner will lack
understanding for spiritual truth when he stands outside of love. For love of
Me you should make an effort to show love to other people, hence you have
to practise giving, joyful love, and when it is thus returned it will cause an
exchange of strength with earthly and spiritual results. And this is what you
should achieve by reminding each other to love, by being sincerely affectionate
to each other, by strengthening the feeling of togetherness to a point that you
can no longer imagine life without each other .... Then you will experience the
greatest miracle on earth, you will both hear the sound of the Word at the same
time .... Then there will be no more separation for you, then My spirit will be
constantly working in you, then every doubt will have come to an end, the truth
of My Word will be shining so brightly for you that you will be completely filled
by it and you will joyfully work together for Me and My kingdom.

Therefore you should submit yourselves entirely to My guidance, you should
not wilfully do anything but what you are urged to do from within yourselves,
you should only ever let yourselves be guided by your feeling, because I place
My will into your heart and the prompting of your heart is the expression of
My will. If you comply with this you will submit yourselves to My will, if you
oppose it then your will is stronger. I would like to caution you about this, for
My will always leads to the goal, whereas yours will always leads away from
the goal or lengthen the path such that you will waste time, because the end is
coming soon ....

Amen
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BD 4390 received 30.07.1948

Spiritual reverse pace ....
Signs of the end ....

For the spiritual reversing is more and more clearly recognizable and must be
an obvious explanation to you for the earthly troubles, while this trouble is still
the only remedy to shake up man in order to change their ways of life and their
thinking. For man now only desires earthly goods and let self be dominated
by substance, instead striving for the opposite with resulting victory against
material matter.

Again and again I bring their foolish behavior before their eyes, by showing
them the transience of the earthly material matter. For the smaller events have
no meaning, the individual won’t change his thinking and is ignoring his sole
life, for he figures only on his earth existence and has totally lost faith for the
beyond. Further and further man is sinking, and shallower is becoming his
faith, as more seldom his connection is with Me, their God and Creator since
eternity. And this will be appearing especially clear in a short time. The day
of complete change in the way of life is always moving closer, the day, where
everything experiences a change, for My Will is becoming active in an apparent
way.

Man will not be able to protect anything, unless I protect it for them, and
powerless they will stand in opposition to My power and will end up in great
distress. But blessed is the distress, if people are affected by it only earthly, if
their sole is not in jeopardy ....if man have faith .... then man does not need to
fear earthly distress, then man can only gain victory despite earthly losses. But
for the unbeliever a trying time begins, because for their loss of material goods
they will suffer terribly and will have to give up hope to gain back any of it.
They will not have any substitute of spiritual goods, since they never desired
any when offered to them, but rather reject them.

This sorrow must pass over the earth, it can not be spared, but only be the
upbeat to the last events, to the complete destruction of the old earth, which all
of you will experience, if I don’t call you out of your present life beforehand, as
I think it beneficial for your sole. The believer will see and recognize all signs of
the end, the unbeliever will pass them by, he only sees the earthly distress and
its result on the worldly life and turns away more and more from God.

Thus in coming times, the spiritual striving will be separating each other from
the totally worldly/secular people, and it will be so very obvious that the
awakened human will recognize the end times. Onwards moving with gigantic
steps towards the end, and you will experience the end ....

Amen
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BD 4395 received 04.08.1948

Different schools of thought ....
Christ’s teaching ....

The absolute truth cannot be represented by any school of thought as long as
it cannot show that the origin of its dogma is based on the Word from above,
although not everything taught by each spiritual movement can be called an
error. Their followers will always be sincere people if they abandon ecclesiastical
organisations and turn to such a school of thought. And therefore they are
repeatedly offered the opportunity to come closer to the truth, because once
they have recognised it as such they will hold on to it and hence be more
faithful members of spiritual groups than the followers of the church which is
officially made out to be My institution, but who are for the most part mere
supporters or formal believers, never desiring to delve deeper into eternal truth,
into My teaching of love, which I describe as the core of the church founded
by Me. Only the Word from above is pure truth and this Word was received
and spread by Jesus on earth, consequently His is the only true teaching
and will remain so for all eternity. Hence the person who preaches Christ’s
teaching is My representative on earth and will be able to inform every school of
thought to what extent they have the truth and which opinions are misguided.
However, during the last days the real advocates of My teaching need not
concern themselves with other denominations or religious groups because they
will all be fought against by earthly authorities and will lose their supporters
with certainty, too. My servants shall merely gather the deserters and try to win
them over for Me and My kingdom; they shall impart the pure truth to them
and take every opportunity to enlighten misguided people ....
And I will provide them with the opportunity to do so, I will send them to
those who can still be won over, who are still undecided and only need the
truth in order to take the right path. The truth speaks for itself and no one will
be able to undermine it, but where misguided teachings have occurred people
can always be expected to leave when they are confronted by hardship, which
they can avoid through devotion of faith. Because in the last days great hardship
will only be suffered by those believers who want to remain faithful to Me and
will thus be treated with hostility by the world. The world will demand the
complete rejection of faith in a God and Creator of eternity Who governs the
fate of every human being, and the hardship of anyone relinquishing his faith
will be resolved. People who endure will have to suffer in remarkable ways. But
anyone who has true faith, who lives within the truth he has received from Me
Myself, will also stay faithful to Me because he will know that such hardship
won’t last forever and will then give way to a joyful state of bliss. He will know
that the earth is experiencing its end and so will the people who relinquish their
faith for the sake of worldliness. The truth received from Me has given him the
knowledge of things to come and this knowledge will give him the strength to
endure to the end.
Only truth gives strength, only the person who lives within truth will endure,
and for this reason it is so urgently necessary to impart the truth to people
because this alone will enable them to understand everything that will happen.
Anyone who does not know the absolute truth will become unsure, he will doubt
everything and prefer the world and its pleasures to his doubtful knowledge.
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But I want to give people the pure truth in order to help them survive the final
end by firmly believing in Me, in My wisdom and love which wants to prepare
a paradise for My Own after the destruction of this earth .... Anyone instructed
by My Word of My eternal plan of Salvation will understand everything, always
keeping his eyes on Me he will be able to glance into the spiritual realm and
receive strength and grace to endure until the end ....

Amen

BD 4408 received 18.08.1948

No-one can serve two masters ....’

No-one can serve two masters .... Anyone who wants to make contact with Me
will never be able to look towards the world, for I can only be found beyond the
world, and if I should allow Myself to be found then the desire for the world
must be put aside, it must be completely ignored, for the world belongs to My
adversary, it is his domain where he has free reign. And he really does not aspire
to lead people to Me by way of the world, instead, he seeks to displace Me,
he constantly tries to place special emphasis on the world so that I should be
forgotten. So if anyone amongst you is serious about his higher development
he cannot possibly still pay tribute to the world .... even though he is still
in the midst of the world which makes great demands on him which he has
to comply with, yet there is indeed a difference between duty and personal
worldly longing. The former is entirely according to My will, for on earth you
are given a task, but apart from that you can also fully accomplish your spiritual
task, the maturing of your soul, if the desire for the world does not prevail,
which happens when earthly pleasures and cravings predominate the desire for
spiritual possessions, so that thereby the human being forgets about Me and,
indeed, even the thought of Me is uncomfortable leading to his dismissal of
Me. Anyone who strives to create an excessive sense of well-being for himself,
i.e. for his body, be it through satisfying physical cravings, sensory and carnal
desires or through an accumulation of material possessions without thinking
of his neighbour, who therefore only strives for himself, is held captive by the
world, he is My adversary’s willing tool, and he will never find the path to Me
if he does not discard the longing for the earthly world, internalises himself
and aspires towards spiritual wealth. Both together are not possible, for then
he will serve two masters and will not serve either well. If you are looking for
Me you must gaze heavenwards, for I Am above and not below .... Below is
My adversary’s realm where you still linger with your body, but your soul can
always lift itself up into My kingdom, to Me. Even though the body is still in
My adversary’s realm, the soul can nevertheless always rise into spheres beyond
the earth, and that is what I demand of someone who wants to find Me, serve
Me and thus be one of My Own. Then the spiritual spark in him will unite itself
with the eternal Father-Spirit, for if he strives towards Me in all seriousness his
heart will also be awash with love, which has nothing in common with worldly
love. This love will manifest itself towards the next person, in which case the
human being is making contact with Me already .... he renounces what belongs
to the world, he gives and thus serves his neighbour and, because I decreed
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this commandment he also serves Me as His Lord. Worldly love, however, is
a form of selfish love, the human being should combat this love if he wants
to attain bliss. Consequently, he must also combat his love for the world and
try to fulfil the soul’s wishes which, driven by the spirit within, will apply to
spiritual possessions and demonstrate love for Me. For I alone Am the Master
you should serve if you want to become blissfully happy ....

Amen
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